Recent advances in the machine learning community allowed different use cases to emerge, as its association to domains like cooking which created the computational cuisine. In this paper, we tackle the picture-recipe alignment problem, having as target application the large-scale retrieval task (finding a recipe given a picture, and vice versa). Our approach is validated on the Recipe1M dataset, composed of one million image-recipe pairs and additional class information, for which we achieve state-of-the-art results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cooking is one of the most fundamental human activities connected to various aspects of human life such as food, health, dietary, culinary art, and so on. Data mining and machine learning techniques have been used to extract and clean large datasets of recipes from the Internet, and also to plan and analyze the recipe instructions. One difficulty underlying computational cooking relies on the nature of data since recipes generally include images and text, whether structured or unstructured (e.g., the list of ingredients or instructions in natural language). This opens several challenges in terms of indexing/storing and gives rise to numerous application tasks, such as recommendation or classification. Computational cooking has consequently emerged as a new research topic that also benefits from recent advances in machine learning based on deep neural approaches. More particularly, these approaches aim at projecting data elements in a latent semantic space so as similar elements are represented with similar lowdimensional representations [1] , [2] . Beyond solving indexing issues, these latent representations, also called "embeddings", allow machines to perceive texts and images in a meaningful way, similar to that of humans, that could be exploited in smart cooking-oriented tasks, such as ingredient identification [3] , recipe recognition [4] , or recipe popularity prediction [5] .
In this paper, we are interested in smart retrieval between recipe component modalities (namely recipe texts and cooked dish pictures) in the cooking context. We propose a deep neural framework aiming at jointly learning the representation of recipe component modalities (namely recipe texts and cooked dish pictures) and retrieving relevant pictures of a meal given its recipe or, conversely, a relevant recipe given an image query. More particularly, we carry out two deep neural networks to embed both recipes and images into a common semantic representation space. The neural networks are trained such that the representation of a dish picture and the * Equal contribution representation of its corresponding recipe are similar, whereas non-corresponding images and recipes have highly dissimilar representations. This refers to as "cross-modal alignment". To train these neural networks, we use the very recently released dataset Recipe1M [6] , composed of one million pairs of aligned text documents and images corresponding to cooking recipes with matching pictures.
The contribution of our paper is twofold:
• First, we propose a deep neural model that learns the representation of recipe texts and images relying on a multi-modal retrieval learning objective function (Section III). This model is evaluated in Section IV. • Second, we discuss the potential of such model for solving traditional and promising computational cooking usecases. We analyze several downstream tasks to exploit the proposed model (in terms of learned architecture and/or representations) and qualitatively demonstrate its effectiveness (Section V).
II. RELATED WORK Smart cooking has recently become the center of increased interest as shown by the development of related workshops such as the Workshop on Multimedia for Cooking and Eating Activities [7] . In this domain, the increasing importance of food-related tasks in computer vision has motivated the creation of many related datasets. As a first example, [8] proposed the Pittsburgh fast-food image dataset, containing 4,556 pictures of fast-food plates. Other examples are the datasets proposed by [9] , which contains approximately 10,000 images of 100 mainly-Japanese food categories, and by [10] , containing 889 distinct plates.
In order to solve more complex tasks, other initiatives provided richer sets of images. For example, [11] proposed the Food-101 dataset, containing around 101,000 images of 101 different categories. In the same spirit, [4] introduced a twin dataset, containing the same categories, but with recipes associated to each picture. Finally, the dataset proposed by [3] is similar in the number of images (110,241), while also including relations to 353 ingredients and 65,284 recipes. Other ideas, like the one of [12] , involve taking advantage of the GPS data, used to retrieve nearby restaurants and to match a picture, taken by the user, to items from the menu. Important information, like nutritional values, are then recovered.
More recently, the first very large scale dataset for foodrelated tasks was presented by [6] . million recipes, with about 800,000 images associated to them. The goal of this dataset is to tackle the problem of cross-modal retrieval in which the user wants to retrieve images of a dish by providing its recipe or, conversely, retrieving a recipe by providing a picture of the meal. The authors introduce a dual neural network to align textual and visual representations in a common vector space. They also provide high level semantic information, such as food classes that allow us to enforce a semantic structure on the learned representations (i.e., items from the same class to have similar representations).
To take full advantage of the large-scale aspect of the dataset proposed in [6] , modern machine learning methods such as deep learning [13] can be used. In particular, deep convolutional neural network [14] are very popular to learn image representations, while word embedding [2] and recurrent neural networks [15] are often used for text embedding. To match visual and textual representation, metric learning is used to structure the representation space in such way that similar items (text or images) are close while dissimilar items are far away according to a learned distance measure in that space.
In this paper, we propose a deep architecture similar to [6] except that we do not mix the embedding framework with an additional classification branch. We introduce a completely different learning scheme. We argue that the pairwise approach of [6] is not fully appropriated for retrieval tasks. Instead, we propose a ranking-based scheme where similar items have a distance closer than that of dissimilar items. We then derive a general training scheme using triplet-based constraints, as integrated in the Large Margin Nearest Neighbor strategy [16] . Triplet-based strategies have been successfully used to learn Visual Semantic Embeddings (VSE) [17] with applications to captioning as a text retrieval task [18] . We first show that our learning scheme leads to outstanding results for retrieval tasks. We then illustrate some powerful applications of such a deep architecture for cooking purposes.
III. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
Our global architecture is depicted in Table I . It consists of two branches based on deep neural networks that respectively map each modality (image or text recipe) into a common representation semantic space in which they can be compared.
The image branch (top-right part of Table I) is composed of a ResNet-50 model [19] . It contains a total of 50 convolutional layers, totaling more than 25 million parameters. This architecture is further detailed in [19] , and was chosen in order to obtain comparable results to [6] by sharing a similar setup. The ResNet-50 is pretrained on the large-scale dataset of the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge [20] , containing 1.2 million images, and is fine-tuned with the whole architecture. This model is followed by a fully connected layer (indicated by fully c. on Table I ), which maps the outputs of the network into the semantic space, and is trained from scratch.
In the recipe branch (top-left part of Table I ), ingredients and instructions are first embedded separately, and their obtained representations are then concatenated as input of a fully connected layer that maps the recipe features into the semantic space. For ingredients, we use a bidirectional LSTM [15] on their pretrained embeddings obtained with the word2vec algorithm [2] . With the objective to consider the different granularity levels of the instruction text, we use a hierarchical LSTM in which the word-level is pretrained using the skip-thoughts technique [21] and is not fine-tuned while the sentence-level is learned from scratch.
The semantic space can be structured by optimizing the network parameters θ of both branches following a specific objective. It includes all of the weights of the transformations applied by the layers of our model. In our case, we are interested in retrieval tasks and as such, we want a semantic space such that given a query x q (either recipe or image), any positive item x p (recipe or image) with respect to that query to be closer to x q than any negative item x n (recipe or image) with respect to the query. This distance is measured in the semantic space by d θ (x q , x p ) (respectively d θ (x q , x n )) and depends on the parameters θ. Ideally, we want to enforce a margin α between the distance with the positive items and the distance with the negative items, making sure that positive items are retrieved first (see [16] ), or more formally d θ (x q , x p ) + α ≤ d θ (x q , x n ). This is achieved by defining the following loss function that counts a penalty for each triplet (x q , x p , x n ) that does not satisfy the previous inequality:
Training the full architecture then consists in optimizing the parameters θ so as to minimize this loss function over all possible triplets (x q , x p , x n ).
The structure enforced on the semantic space largely depends on the choice of triplets (x q , x p , x n ). In our case, we propose 2 different sources of triplets to leverage the multiscale structure of semantic space (namely, fine-grained elements and semantic classes). The first source is instance-based and considers matching pairs of image and the associated recipe for the positive items. This provides a fine-grained structure to the semantic space where the nearest item from the other modality (e.g., image given a recipe) with respect to the query is optimized to be the very same meal. The second source is semantic and considers items that belong to the same semantic classes as given by the 1000 class labels provided in Recipe1M. This enforces a semantic structure on the semantic space by making sure that related dishes are closer to each other than to non-related ones. In practice, we only sample positively-related pairs (both instance based and semantic based), picking negatively-related counterparts inside the mini-batch after their evaluation. This strategy allows us to reduce the computational cost of training the network, as we will only need two forward passes per triplet, instead of three.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We conduct a quantitative evaluation of our proposal on the Recipe1M dataset [6] including about 800,000 recipepicture pairs. To learn the network parameter θ, we use the standard splits of the dataset for training, validating, and testing our model.
Taking into account the retrieval objective of our model, we apply the following evaluation methodology: given a query (whether image or recipe), we rank a collection of 1000 items from the other modality by their increasing distance to the query in the semantic space. The objective is to rank in the best position the element associated to the query. For comparison purposes, we apply the same methodology on item representations learned from two state-of-the-art baselines: the classification-oriented neural network [6] and the Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) [22] .
Two different metrics are used in our evaluation: (1) MedR, which stands for Median Rank, and evaluates the median position of the associated element in the ranking. A MedR of 0 indicates that the correct sample is always the best match in the semantic space. A random ranking would then have a theoretical MedR of 500, since each match is unique inside our tests. (2) The R@N, standing for Recall at N, indicates the percentage of queries where the relevant target instance is retrieved among the first N ranked items. For example, R@1 indicates the average number of correct matches found as the best match, while R@10 indicates the average number of searches where the correct match is found among the 10 closest points in the semantic space. Table II presents the obtained results. We observe that our scheme drastically improves over the current state-of-the-art models for this dataset. On both tasks of image to recipe and recipe to image we achieve a MedR (lower is better) of 1.0, while the best known results are of 5.2 and 5.1, respectively. A similar behavior can be observed when analyzing the recall metric (higher is better): we obtain 39.8 and 40.2 for R@1, while the best previous results were 24.0 and 25.0. The same conclusions can be extended to R@5 and R@10, for which our approach also overtakes the state-of-the-art.
In order to grasp the structure of the semantic space, we present examples of use cases in the following section.
V. STUDY OF THE SEMANTIC SPACE
Our model has a twofold objective (namely, cross-modal retrieval and multi-modal representation) which could be ben- eficial for several cooking-related tasks. In this section, we discuss the potential of our model for promising cookingrelated application tasks. The strength of our model relies on the fact that, on one hand, the network architecture allows to answer retrieval tasks, and on the other hand, the learned representation space allows to identify similar/dissimilar text and visual items. We believe that such systems might be beneficial for ambitious tasks, such as menu or shopping list generation, or calorie tracking. These tasks require more insight in terms of model design since they might include diversity factors, ingredient quantity analysis, or external knowledge in a taskoriented model. In what follows, we particularly focus on downstream tasks in which the current setting might be applied. We provide illustrative examples issued from the testing set of our evaluation process. For better readability, we always show the results as images, even for text recipes for which we display their corresponding original picture.
A. Multi-modal retrieval
The first task relies on multi-modal retrieval, for which a user requests items in any available format given a query item in a specific format. This results in image-to-text, textto-image, text-to-text, and image-to-image retrieval scenarios, referred to as "multi-modal retrieval". In long term, this could be useful when the user needs the recipe of a meal eaten in a restaurant or identifying similar recipes if they would like to replace a meal in their menu. In our case, solving this task leads to retrieve the most similar items in the semantic space (i.e., items with the smallest distances). For illustrating our intuition, we test the four retrieval scenarios on the query shown in Table III .
Regarding the image-to-image scenario (see Table IV ), we can see that the top retrieved images look similar to the query image not only in term of colors, shapes, and textures, but also semantically. For instance, the first, third and forth images have gratin cheese on top and the second image also has a plate which looks similar to the one from the query. When looking at their corresponding recipe, all five include a similar set of ingredients containing potatoes, milk, butter, cheese, and onion. Small variations in the ingredients are observed, for example, the second image has rice instead of potatoes. As for the instructions, all shown results are baked in a 350 degrees Fahrenheit oven during 15 to 45 minutes depending on the recipe.
In the image-to-recipe scenario (see Table IV ), most of the results are shared with the image-to-image search which indicates that the embeddings of matching image-recipe pairs are very close. However, we also obtain results that are less visually similar, but are close to the recipe associated with the query, either in terms of ingredients or in cooking instructions.
Starting from a text recipe query, recipe-to-image in Table IV shows the retrieved pictures. We are able to find images similar to the picture associated with the query recipe, although no visual information was used for the querying. Finally, the recipe-to-recipe scenario (see Table IV ) highlights that although the ingredients and the cooking instructions of the retrieved recipes are similar to those of the query, we observe more visual diversity among the results.
B. Ingredient To Image
An interesting ability of our model is to map ingredients into the semantic space, in order to retrieve recipes containing the same ingredients. This is particularly useful when one would like to know what they can cook using aliments available in their fridge.
To demonstrate this process, we create ingredient queries by averaging representation vectors of available ingredients, and then retrieve the nearest neighbors among 10,000 images randomly picked from the testing set. In Table V , we showcase images within the top 20 nearest neighbors of the ingredients carrot and mushroom. We are able to retrieve visually diverse meals containing the query ingredient.
We show on Table VI examples of retrieved images when searching for different ingredients while constraining the results to the class pizza. Searching for pineapple or olives results in different types of pizzas. An interesting remark is that searching for strawberries inside the class pizza yields images of fruit pizza containing strawberries, i.e., images that are visually similar to pizzas while containing the required ingredient. This shows the fine-grain structure of the semantic space where recipes and images are organized by visual or semantic similarity inside the different classes.
C. Removing ingredients
The capacity of finely model the presence or absence of specific ingredients may be interesting for generating menus, specially for users with dietary restrictions (for instance, peanut or lactose intolerance, or vegetarians and vegans). To do so, we randomly select a recipe having broccoli in its ingredients list (Table VII, The retrieved images using the original recipe have broccoli, whereas the retrieved images using the modified recipe do not have broccoli. This reinforces our previous statement, highlighting the ability of our semantic space to correctly discriminate items with respect to ingredients.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we align cooking recipes and pictures with a metric learning approach. Our method is validated on a largescale dataset, using the retrieval task (image to text, and vice versa) as the main application. We show how triplet strategies can attain superior performance when compared to pairwise ones, being able to better align textual and visual information, achieving state-of-the-art results on the Recipe1M dataset.
Then, we discuss the potential of such model on computational cooking applications. Our qualitative studies on downstream tasks (multi-modal retrieval, ingredient to image retrieval, or ingredient removal) demonstrate the efficiency of the semantic space to encode ingredients, instructions, and images. This kind of application opens interesting perspectives for ambitious tasks as menu composition or cooking with restricted ingredient availability. 
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